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Week 1: April 8, 2018
“Christ Has Set Us Free”
Galatians 5:1-12
Overview
Paul has repeatedly told the Galatians that Christians need not fear any condemnation
because of their failure to keep the law, because they are righteous in Christ. When people
hear this, a natural response might be to say: Boy! If I believed that, I’d be able to live any way
I wanted! And at first sight, the gospel seems to remove all incentives to live a holy life. This
is why, over the centuries, some churches have felt the need to tone down the claims of the
gospel, trading a gospel freedom for a message which aims to stop people living “any way
I want.” So this is a key passage. Paul wants to show us that gospel freedom from fear and
condemnation leads us to obey God, not to please ourselves.

Dictionary

Yoke (v. 1): Put over the back of an ox to control him.
Freedom (v. 1): Paul explains the concept of freedom in Galatians: Through the Spirit,
Christ has freed us from the curse of the law and our obligation to keep it as part of our
covenant with him. The freedom that Paul refers is freedom from slavery to the law and its
prescriptions. This freedom is not to be used as a license for sinful, self-indulgence but for
joyous service of the Savior. In Christ believers have freedom from the guilt, shame, and
obligation associated with the Mosaic Law.
Circumcision (v. 3): The Hebrew rite in which a male’s foreskin is cut away. As instituted by
God, the ritual identifies the male as a participant in God’s covenant with Abraham. In
time, this feature became symbolic of the people, the covenant, and the culture. Many
Jews thought the covenant sign of circumcision entitled them to blessings from God and
exemption from divine judgment. Paul taught that in Christ neither circumcision not uncircumcision had any significance, only salvation by grace through faith in Christ. So in
Galatians, Paul insists that the Judaizers who were teaching that Gentiles needed to be
circumcised in order to be saved were guilty of preaching a false gospel.
“Severed from Christ…fallen away from grace” (v. 4): Paul is not discussing here if a genuine believer can lose their salvation. He is only saying that people who may once have
made a profession of faith, if they now are truly seeking to be justified, must not really have
a relationship with Christ and have fallen away from the grace that was offered and available to them.

Yoke Upon Us
Read Galatians 5:1-12 as a group. In verse 1, Paul exhorts them not to be burdened by a
“yoke.” What was the yoke that Paul was referring to (see Acts 15:10 and Matthew 11:29-30)?
How do we place a “yoke” on ourselves today?
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Grace vs. Law
The Galatians face an either-or decision. Will they make Christ their treasure, in which they find
their forgiveness and fulfillment; or will they look to law-keeping, to circumcision? In verse 2 what
is Paul’s point if the Galatians follow the Judaizers teaching?

Paul then zeroes in on verse 3 that you cannot add to Christ without subtracting Christ. He is
either all their value, or He is without value. What happens if “law obedience” becomes part of
a person’s system of salvation (see verse 4)? Why is this phrase accurate: We cannot hold on to
grace if we are living by works.

Assurance
Does verse 4 mean that real Christians can lose their salvation, can truly fall away from grace
(see 1 John 2:3)? How do Paul’s words in verses 5-6 help in clarifying your answer?

Is assurance of salvation possible if we think we must earn or even maintain our salvation by our
efforts? If we keep ourselves saved by good living, can we be sure we are good enough to
retain God’s favor? Explain your answer.

Read 1 John 2:19. What is the Apostle John’s point? Did Paul believe the Galatians were truly
saved (see Galatians 5:10)?

Real Saving Faith…and Not
The word “hope” in verse 5 does not have the same meaning in English. The word that means
“total assurance” in Greek (see Hebrews 1:11) means “not so sure” in English. So Paul says in
verse 5 we simply “await” this righteousness. What is it that we await? What are the expressions
of real saving faith – and what aren’t (verses 5-6)?
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Meditating on God’s Word
By referring to the future, Paul has us look to what it means to be radiant, glorious, and perfect
(see Ephesians 5:27). We eagerly await this righteousness, this certain glory. Paul is talking
about a spiritual discipline of meditation and reflection on our justification, adoption, and future
glorification. Do you meditate on God’s Word? How can you make sure you meditate regularly
on God’s Word and on your glorious future? What practical steps can you take?

Keep on Running!
In verse 7, Paul compares the Christian life to a race. The Galatian believers had started well,
but had veered off course. Read Philippians 3:12-14 and Hebrews 12:1-3. What do these
passages tell us about how to keep running the Christian race? How do they motivate us to
keep running?

Final Thought
Here is how author and pastor Tim Keller sums up verses 5-6: “The more joy we have in our
gracious salvation, the more we are driven by love and gratitude to do good for the sheer
beauty of good, for sheer delight in God, for the sheer love of others. If we are reminding
ourselves and living in light of our certain hope, we will have a heart overflowing with love. We
don’t need to seek righteousness and welcome from others, since these things are already ours.
Since our faith in Christ gives us certain hope, which overflows as love for others, if we find our
love running dry or cold, the solution is not to seek to love better or more. It is to look at Christ,
who gives us an unlosable, unshakable acceptance from the Father, and as we dwell on our
hope, we will find our hearts melted by his love, and overflowing with his love to others.” If time
permits, discuss in your group.

Pray
Ask God for strength in living a life of freedom, a freedom from the guilt of our own imperfection,
a freedom from the old drive to perform. And ask God for strength to keep “running well” and
to not be detoured away from him.
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Week 2: April 15, 2018
“Walk by the Spirit”
Galatians 5:13-26
Overview
Living the Christian life has two sides. On the one hand, we fight to remove bad vices from our
life and avoid temptation. But a complete victory on this side alone is not enough. We also
need to fill our life with virtues or expressions of our spiritual gifts. How do we cultivate these
virtues? Do we even know what they are? Paul gives us a clear picture with the list of the fruit of
the Spirit. To have this fruit, we must reject our sinful desires and ask the Spirit to mold us into the
kind of people Jesus has freed us to be.

The Struggle
Read Galatians 5:13-26. There are two natures at work in every Christian: the Spirit and the sinful
nature (verses 16-17). What is going on inside every Christian? What is encouraging about this
truth? What is challenging?

Dictionary
Literally, “desires” (verses 16-17) means “over-desires” – when we feel we must have something. It is an all-controlling drive or longing for something; treating a good thing as though
it is a god thing.

Getting Personal
Which “acts” in verses 19-21 do you struggle with? Don’t simply try to change your behavior or
your feelings. Ask yourself: Why am I gratifying my sinful nature in this way? How am I looking to
get myself security or satisfaction or significance, rather than allowing Jesus to give it to me?
Remember, that through faith you are a son of God (Galatians 3:26). How will this take away
your motivation to sin?
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Why Paul Said Fruit
Paul chose his images carefully. Why would he speak of “the fruit of the Spirit” (verse 22)? It
takes us to agriculture and tells us three things about how the Spirit works.
1. Christian growth is gradual – as gradual as a turnip or potato growing. Often with
botanical growth, you never see it happening. Instead, you can only measure it after
a time. This is true with our spiritual growth. Name one area of your life where God has
grown you gradually. When did you recognize the growth?

2. The growth of the Spirit’s fruit is inevitable but beware! There will be growth. The fruit of
the Spirit will burst through. Knowing this, we all have experienced a time when growth
seemed to have stopped for a time. Have you experienced a time in your walk with the
Lord where the fruit of the Spirit was stunted or stopped? What would cause growth to
slow or stop? How did you recognize this? Did you or someone else bring this to your
attention? And how did you respond?

3. The fruit of the Spirit has internal roots. It’s not about traits or characteristics you might
have, but change that is much deeper. Think about an apple tree. Do the apples on
the tree make it alive? No, they are a sign that the tree is alive. The apples don’t give
life; instead they are a sign that the tree is alive. Do you have natural characteristics
which could be confused with the fruit of the Spirit? Read 1 Corinthians 13:1-3. What is
the key aspect of the fruit of the Spirit?

The Fruit of the Spirit
Below are definitions of each aspect of the singular fruit of the Spirit (verses 22-23), including the
opposite definition. Read each one and discuss in your group. Give examples of each, whether
from your life or maybe how you have observed this fruit in another’s life.
Agape = love. It means to serve a person for their good value, not for what the person brings
you. Its opposite is fear: self-protection and abusing people. Its counterfeit (a fake version) is
selfish affection, where you are attracted to someone and treat them well because of how they
make you feel about yourself.

Chara = joy. Joy is a delight in God for the sheer beauty and worth of who he is. Its opposite is
hopelessness or despair, and its counterfeit is an elation based on experiencing blessings, not the
Blesser, causing mood swings based on circumstances.

Irene = peace. The meaning is a confidence and rest in the wisdom and control of God, rather
than in your own. It replaces anxiety and worry. The fake version of peace is indifference,
apathy, not caring about something.
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Makrothumia = patience. This is an ability to face trouble without blowing up or hitting out. Its
opposite is resentment toward God and others, and its counterfeits are cynicism or lack of care.

Chrestotes = kindness. This is an ability to serve others practically in a way which makes you
vulnerable, which comes from having a deep inner security. Its opposite is envy, which leaves
you unable to rejoice in another’s joy. And its fake alternative is manipulative good deeds,
doing good for others so you can congratulate yourself and feel you are “good enough” for
others or for God.

Agathosune = goodness, integrity. It is being the same person in every situation, rather than a
phony or hypocrite. This is not the same as being always truthful but not always loving; getting
things off your chest just to make yourself feel or look better.

Pistis = faithfulness, loyalty, courage. It means to be utterly reliable and true to your word. Its
opposite is to be an opportunist, a friend only in good times. And its counterfeit is to be loving
but not truthful, so that you are never willing to confront or challenge.

Prautas = gentleness, humility. The opposite is to be superior or self-absorbed. Humility is not the
same as inferiority.

Egkrateia = self-control. This is the ability to pursue the important over the urgent, rather than to
be always impulsive or uncontrolled. The counterfeit is a willpower which is based on pride, the
need to feel in control.

How?
All this talk about the fruit of the Spirit leads to a natural question: How? How do we walk in the
Spirit? How do we keep the flesh from getting a foothold? How do we live a life that consistently
reflects the goodness of God? Read the following passages before answering: Galatians 5:2426; Galatians 2:20; Ephesians 2:5; Philippians 2:13.

Pray
Thank God for the freedom you have as his son to serve him and love others. Thank him for
putting his Spirit in you. Thank him for the fruit that you can see him growing in the members of
your community group.
Confess to God the ways in which you gratify your sinful nature instead of keeping in step with
the Spirit; and thank him that you are saved by grace, not by works.
Ask God to work through his Spirit to grow gospel fruit in you. Talk to him about any people you
know who need to be served in love, and ask him for help to do so.
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Week 3: April 22, 2018
“Bear One Another’s Burdens”
Galatians 6:1-10
The Big Idea
Christ is all we need. Our identity should not come from what others are doing, or what others
think of us, but from who we are in Christ.

Upkeep of the Body
Read Galatians 6:1-6. Explain in your own words what this passage teaches you to do in the
following situations:
Someone else in the church is sinning –

Someone else is experiencing difficulties –

You feel you are doing better than most in your church –

Someone is sacrificing time and income to be your teacher -

Restore
Consider Paul’s cautions about restoring a sinning brother. What could happen if you ignored
these warnings?
“…restore him in a spirit of gentleness” –
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“Keep watch on yourself” –

How does Paul’s approach to dealing with sin differ from legalism?

Dictionary

“Burdens…load” (6:2, 5): Verse 2 speaks of an unsought and oppressive burden, while
verse 5 uses a word often used of a man’s pack, a load he is designed to bear.

Carrying Your Own Load
Read John 13:34 and 15:12. Now carefully explain “the law of Christ” stated in Galatians 6:2.
How does Christ’s example show you what it means for you to carry someone else’s burden?

Paul’s words in verses 4-5 tell us not to compare ourselves with others. Instead, we must look at
our own particular tests and duties and respond to them obediently. What would happen if we
see life this way? How would this affect how we see others? Or how we compare ourselves to
others?

Investigate
Read Galatians 6:7-10. What is the principle of verses 7-8?

Explore More
Read Luke 6:46-49. Jesus is using an image from the building site, while Paul in Galatians 6 is
thinking of the farmer’s field. But what are the similarities between Jesus’ and Paul’s words?
How does Luke 6 help us to understand how we sow to please the Spirit?
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Weed ‘Em and Reap
One thing is clear from Galatians 6:1-10. The spiritual life is anything but passive. Our lives are like
gardens or fields in which we can sow good seed, resulting in many blessings. Or we can sow
bad seed, resulting in weeds of corruption. One way to keep the fruit of the Spirit growing and
to reap its blessings is to continually weed the gardens of our lives. This means constant attention
to our attitudes, thoughts, and actions.
In order to begin the weeding process, it’s important to first identify the weeds that happen to
have invaded your own personal garden. In the diagram below, you’ll find aspects of the fruit of
the Spirit as well as weeds of the flesh. Consider each one of the weeds shown and determine
if it tends to be a problem in your life. Cross out the weeds you need to focus on plucking, and
then circle the fruit of the Spirit that will be positively affected if you rid yourself of that particular
weed.
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Discuss in your community group. How is your “garden”?

Pray
Ask the Lord to continue to empower you to labor faithfully as he causes the growth. Pray for
the burdens and conflicts between sinful nature and Spirit that members are experiencing. Ask
the Lord how you can sow into the Spirit. Ask him for the strength to not grow weary in doing
good, but to rejoice in the eternal harvest that awaits you.
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Week 4: April 29, 2018
“Final Warning and Benediction”
Galatians 6:11-18
Overview
The last words from Paul to the Galatians emphasizes his main argument, namely that salvation
is by grace alone through faith alone in Christ alone, not by the works of the law. So Paul points
to the cross one last time and sends a final rebuke to those trying to take over the faith of the
Galatian Christians.

Investigate
Read Galatians 6:11-18 as a group. In verse 12, Paul is again talking about his opponents, the
false teachers. Why are they telling the Galatian Christians that they must get circumcised to be
saved (vv. 12-13)?

What does this tell us about what they most want in life? In other words, what they are trusting in
and worshipping?

How is real Christianity different (vv. 14-15)?

How do verses 14-15 provide a summary of the whole letter?

Dictionary

Force (v. 12): Compel
Flesh (v. 13): Paul is describing what people do to their own bodies (i.e. getting circumcised).
Israel of God (v. 16): In contrast to the children of the “present Jerusalem” (4:25), the true
people of God are the believing children of Abraham (3:7, 29), who belong to “Jerusalem
above” (4:26-27).
Marks of Jesus (v. 17): Scars that Paul has suffered because of his ministry.
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Walk by this Rule
Paul finishes by encouraging the Galatians to “walk by this rule” (v. 16), that is, to live by the
gospel of Christ crucified. What four things do living like this produce (vv. 16-18)?

Why is each of these a consequence of loving and living for Jesus?

Apply
How would you sum up the letter of Galatians in one sentence?

3 Principles
As we conclude Paul’s letter to Galatians, let’s see how we can apply the main truth of the book
to the Christian life.
Principle #1: No one is immune to the temptation of drifting. It happened then and it can
happen today. It could be you are drifting away from the purity of the gospel of grace. Or
maybe you are being influenced by legalists. The point is to stay on the alert.
What safeguards can you take to stay focused on the gospel and thwart the temptation of
drifting away from the gospel of grace?

Principle #2: Some things are worth fighting for. The great news of salvation by grace alone
through faith alone in Christ alone is one of the foundation stories of the Christian faith. Like Paul,
we need to uphold the true gospel. We need to stand firm against compromise in accepting a
watered-down gospel.
What ways can we uphold and fight for the gospel? How have you responded in the past to
those who have argued for “a different gospel”?
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Principle #3: We all began at the same place, which puts us all on the same level. We all start
out as rebels against God but through faith in his son, we become fellow heirs of salvation and
the blessings of Christ. Your social, economic, and ethnic distinction has no bearing on one’s
standing before God (Galatians 3:28). If you have never set aside your own attempts to win
God’s favor or earn his love, start now. For believers, we have no reason to boast about our own
salvation or to take credit for our spiritual growth.
Pray a prayer of thanks for God who loves us so much that whoever believes in him should not
perish, but will have everlasting life. Pray for strength that your feet are firmly planted on the solid
ground of grace.

Summer Break – Thank You!
This is our last “official” meeting for community groups as we now break for the summer. Spend
time discussing any summer plans as a group. Thank you for your involvement in your community
group. Thank you to those who lead groups and shepherded those God has given you.

Final Thought
Did you realize that, as a believer in Jesus Christ, you are a spiritual descendant of Abraham? By
your spiritual incorporation into Christ by the baptism of the Holy Spirit, you are just as much an
heir of the promise as Jesus Christ is. So you are a part of the fulfillment of God’s covenant with
Abraham. And here is the key: The promise, not the law, makes you part of God’s family. The
law shows us as we really are. And so the law points us to see Christ as He really is; our Savior
and the One who obeyed the law on our behalf and then died in our place so that we might
receive the promised blessing. The law allows us to love Jesus, and enables us to show our love
in grateful obedience to him.

Pray
Thank God that his promises to you are irrevocable. Thank him for his law that guided and
protected you until you were ready for freedom in Christ. Thank him for that freedom. Ask him
to help you to live joyfully in the security of freedom and promise.
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